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What was the name of the 'deaf' woman who complained to Basil about the view from her room? Mrs. Richards 
What town was the Fawlty Towers hotel located in? Torquay 
Basil thought one of their guests was a hotel inspector. What what was his actual occupation? Spoon Salesman 
What was Polly's hobby? Drawings/Sketches 
What composer does Basil like listening to? Brahms 
Who does Polly suggest Basil impersonate instead of Hitler in 'The Germans’? Jimmy Cagney 
Who does O'Reilly keep mentioning? The Good Lord 
When Sybil is going ballistic, why is O'Reilly smiling? He likes a woman with spirit 
What type of meat gets the rat poison on it? Veal 
Basil thinks Mr Johnson looks like what or who? A monkey 
What was the name of the man who almost swindled Basil out of 200 pounds plus his coin collection? Lord Melbury 
Which 'Fawlty Towers' actress was John Cleese married to in real life? Connie Booth 
What was wrong with the cat when Basil thought the cat had eaten rat poison? Hairballs 
Basil wouldn't let Alan and Jean have a double room in 'The Wedding Party.' Why was this? Not married 
In 'The Builders', what does Manuel unwittingly call the Irish workman Murphy? A hideous orangutan 
When Mrs Richards complains that she cannot see the sea from her bedroom window, what is Basil's 
sarcastic response? 

Over there, between the land and the sky 

What does Ronald think Manuel is looking for (at) under the table in 'Basil the Rat’? His fiancee's legs 
Who (or what) does Sybil want to leave in charge of the front desk in 'The Builders’? The Garden Gnome 
In which episode does the Major think a moose head is speaking to him in perfect English? The Germans 
Who is Sybil's friend that she often talks to on the phone? Audrey 
When Basil keep's mentioning the war to his German guests whilst concussed, how did he confirm that 
they 'started it’? 

'You invaded Poland' 

In 'The Kipper and the Corpse' Why is Basil overjoyed to discover that Mr Leeman has been dead for 
hours? 

He died before Basil brought him his 
breakfast (out-of-date kippers) 

In 'The Builders' Sybil has seen more intelligent creatures than O'Reilly '_____' Where? Lying on their backs on the bottom of 
ponds 

According to the Major, what are 'German Women'? Good Card Players 
What's Basil's first excuse for not being able to provide a Waldorf salad? 'Waldorf salad. I think we're just out of 

Waldorfs' 
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Basil repeatedly attempts to carry out a task that Sybil set for him to complete before going to 
hospital for a short stay. The head of what animal needs to be hung on the wall in the reception 
area? 

Moose 

Where was Manuel from? Barcelona, Spain 
What does Basil give Manuel for his birthday in 'The Wedding Party’? Umbrella 
What item was Raylene Miles wearing that Basil was admiring? Saint Christopher's Medal 
What is it that Dr. Price is so intent on eating in 'The Kipper and the Corpse’? Sausages 
In The Wedding Party, how does Basil describe Sybil's laugh? Someone machine gunning a seal 
According to Mrs Richards the bath in her bathroom was not big enough to drown a __ what? Mouse 
How many brothers and sisters does Manuel have? 5 brothers and 4 sisters 
What part of the body does Basil think that Mrs Abbott works with when she says that she is a 
paediatrician? 

Feet 

Who do Miss Tibbs and Miss Gatsby think that Mr Abbott (The Psychiatrist) has come for? The Major 
What is not working in Raylene's room that Basil has to fix when he first takes her to her room? Room Light 
'Que' is Spanish for which word? What 
What is the name of the Chef who falls in love with Manuel? Kurt 
What wedding anniversary are Sybil and Basil supposed to celebrate in 'The Anniversary’? 15th 
Which breed of dog bites Polly whilst she is serving in the dining-room? Shih Tzu 
Manuel has a pet rodent which he calls Basil; everyone else knows it to be a rat, but what does Manuel 
believe it to be? 

A Siberian Hamster 

After being given a tip by a rare, satisfied guest, Basil wins a tidy sum of money betting on a horse. 
What was the name of the winning horse? 

Dragonfly 

What is the name of the magazine Basil puts an advertisement in? Country Life 
What is Mrs. Peignoir's occupation? Antique Dealer 
What did Basil serve raw to Mrs. Hall? Mullet 
Where did Basil hide the kipper he thought was responsible for Mr. Leeman's demise? In his jumper 
How did Manuel learn English? From a book 
In 'The Psychiatrist' what does Manuel inadvertently say to Sybil which results in her getting angry 
at Basil? 

That Basil is 'Crazy about a Girl  

 


